2002 chevy transmission

This page covers automatic trannies. Go here for Chevy Manual Transmission Identification.
The 4 cylinder models have 4 large cooling holes near the torque converter, while on the
"bigger cars" there are no cooling holes. This is a 4 speed, overdrive unit. Generally used in
straight and V6 and small block engines. Generally able to handle up to foot pounds of torque.
It'll be marked THM on the bottom of the tailshaft housing. The Turbo was modified to accept
the Turbo driveshaft yoke. Used on large displacement, high torque engines and engines with
towing packages. The 4L80E would be the "electronic" model. Transmissions with a suffix of
"C" on the end of the type THMC indicate the transmission has a lock up torque converter.
Others have a tag rivited to the case. Most transmissions will have a "source serial number"
chassis vin usually found close to the transmission code. This number will contain division ID ,
model year, assembly plant and production sequence last 6 digits of the VIN stamped onto the
transmission. Example: 19N Location of source serial number On the THM, the VIN will be
stamped on either the drivers side housing near the shifter, on the right side of the housing just
above the pan, or on a boss behind the bellhousing flange on the passenger side of the
transmission. On the THMR4 the VIN is either stamped onto a boss behind the bellhousing
flange on the passenger side, just above the pan on the drivers side, or just behind the
governor cover, stamped vertically where the case meets the tailshaft housing. From on, the ID
number contained the transmission type or plant prefix, Date coded below and a shift code. The
constants in decoding the trans ID number are the date the transmission was produced. Chevy
Transmission Identification and Decoding. General Chevrolet Transmission Identification
Transmissions are marked and identified by: - Casting numbers on the case, extention housing
and side cover on manual trans. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The
warranty on the third transmission expired Nov 24, just 41 days after the warranty expired. The
vehicle was towed to an independent repair shop where the contact was informed of the
problem. Bulletin b I have had this switch fail twice, gm knows of the bulletin but fails to see
how dangerous the truck becomes when switch fails. Tried to drive truck Dec. By time I could
drive to dealers it didn't want to shift in forward gears. Dealer took apart and said some things
came apart inside the transmission. The contact stated while driving on the interstate there was
severe vibration. He drove slowly to the dealer for inspection while the vibration weakened at a
reduced speed. The dealer performed a diagnostic test that produced a code involving the
automatic transmission. Upon further inspection, the extension housing of the transmission
cracked and was leaking transmission oil. No repairs were performed by the dealer due to the
extensive work and expense. The contact scheduled an appointment with a transmission
specialist to repair the vehicle. Hello: last week my transmission gave out on my chevy
Silverado when I was going down the highway. After a detailed investigation, I have discovered
that this is a common problem with this particular transmission, as they have corrected it on the
models. I have 58, miles on my vehicle. The sun shell in the transmission "strips" out it's gears
due to improper material used for the part. There is a technical bulletin on this matter. Please let
me know what I can do. Thanks so much. Took vehicle to morris transmission service, and the
dealer recommended to them that since the warranty expired they have been after gm to change
it because it was the same part that broke every time. It was not a strong enough part for the
transmission. This happened around August 4, On the way to my doctor's appt, I noticed that
my truck did not shift to 2nd very well, but I parked, and when I was attempting to back out of
parking space, the truck would not go into reverse. On the way to dealership rick hendrix
Chevrolet , I noticed that it would not shift into 4th overdrive. When I had the guys check my
truck, they told me that the 2nd, 4th and reverse gears had gone out on my truck: a Chevrolet
Silverado 4dr extended cab LS 4wd 5. Which I have had for 1 year and 6 months. I am lucky so
far. I guess people have to die in order for a recall to be made by general motors. My Chevrolet
Silverado z transmission went out with only 45, miles on the truck. I had it repaired and was told
it is a very common problem with Chevrolets and GMC trucks. Transmission shifts hard. Was
taken in and transmision was rebuilt due to unusual wear. Less than 5 months the transmision
lost 2nd gear and reverse. Driving down the road, some loud sound. Can't go in revserse at all. I
only have miles on the truck. The transmission does not shift into 1st gear correctly, and has a
hard time shifting into high gears, and the rpm stay high running in the truck. Need a new
transmission. Chevrolet dealer that I bought it from call the number for gm and they are paying
for the over payment for a new transmission. Since it should not have broke at that time. Give
me a break. I will not buy another gm car in my lifetime. Sun gear. At miles the gear failed in a
parking garage when I parked my truck I had appox. When I returned to my vehicle the trucks
front bumper was touching the wall. Thankfully it wasn't parked so it would have rolled down
the ramp. After starting my vehicle it did not have reverse and after getting it out of the ramp it
would not shift into 2nd gear. I spoke with the dealer that I had purchased the truck from and he
said that it was a common problem. Also I talked to other people that have the same

transmission and they have had the same problems. I thenk there should be a recall on this
because if I had something in tow or the parking brake were to fail it could posibly injure or kill
some one if it were to roll away. I had to have my transmission rebuilt and the transmission
shop said that it was a common problem and that gm has come out with a revised part that is
hardend. At miles the gear failed, my vehicle it did not have reverse, and it would not shift into
2nd gear. I had to have my transmission rebuilt and the transmission shop said that it was a
common problem. Gm ought to reimburse us for the cost since they were aware of the problem
and could have fixed it prior to the problem by recalls. Allison automatic transmission nsbu
switch failure. Two other people in shop with same problem at same time. Dealer service writer
and other mechanics state problem is very common and part should be recalled. Consumer
complained about a transmission problem. The transmission would only move into third gear.
The neutral safety switch was defective as per owner. The consumer had the switch replaced.
Loss of reverse and transmission at 54, miles. Started out going into 1st and 2nd very hard now
this. Loss of reverse, second and fourth gears completely in automatic transmission. Purchased
chevy Silverado truck Nov. While driving and upon looking into the passenger side mirror one
could not see what was coming up on the side shifter. Consumer contacted the dealer.
However, consumer was told there was nothing they could do. Also, transmission will
intermittently fail. Consumer stated that when driving through water or mud shift lever will
freeze up. Poor design, mud, snow, ice trapped on to shifter cable and safety switch, then they
freeze into position and also causes safety switch to malfunction and go bad. And 3rd. Gears
into 2nd. And 1st. Gears causing erratic acceleration, excessive vibration and fatally high
engine r. Revving at highway speeds. While accelerating from a stop transmission hesitates and
then jerks into gear. Dealer has inspected vehicle, but could not duplicate or correct the
problem. Please provide further information. Allison transmission problem: while in overdrive
with a towing load going uphill, the transmission will downshift in or out of cruise control,
causing the engine to increase speed up to the danger zone of rpm. The vehicle was checked by
the listed dealer, whom noted that general motors has no correction available for the
downshifting and engine racing in overdrive. This complaint is to register this observation with
my vehicle. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission
problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic
Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem
7. Automatic Transmission problem 8. Automatic Transmission problem 9. Automatic
Transmission problem Other Power Train related problems of the Chevrolet Silverado.
Automatic Transmission problems Transmission Failure problems. Transmission Gear Slipping
problems. Transfer Case problems. Axle Assembly problems. Automatic Transmission Gear
Indicator problems. Axle Shaft Seal problems. Differential Unit problems. Constant Velocity
Joint problems. Transmission Noise problems. Noises During Shifting problems. Universal
Joint problems. This is a follow up to my previous complaint. After talking further with GM
customer service and never getting a reassurance that they are considering helping cover the
cost of repair, I have since taken the truck to a local independent transmission repair specialist
that repairs vehicles for the municipality I work for. They gave the same diagnosis with the
same malfunction code. They also informed me of a technical service bulletin that has been
issued on this code by GM, which the dealer and the GM customer service rep. I have read the
bulletin and it clearly states that transmissions showing this code and falling within a specified
build date which is stated on the bulletin are to be replaced and that no further diagnosis be
performed. My transmission falls within the time line in the bulletin. That being said, GM stated
that by taking the truck to a non GM certified transmission repair specialist they are no longer
willing to help me. I did have the repair shop tear the transmission down to determine the exact
cause of the failure and they stated that it was the plastic pistons in the accumulator housing
that failed causing the transmission to over heat which in turn damaged other components
within the transmission. I talked to GM this morning trying once again to get some resolve and
was told by the same person that I have been dealing with from the get go that, "they were
going to help me but now can't". What kind of BS is that? Oh, now that you taken to someone
else we feel it is our right to deny you any further help, but we were going help you all along but
didn't feel the need to tell you til now. This is the same person that said "GM could not
guarantee any help", in every conversation we had til today. In conclusion, the dealer was the
first to diagnose the problem and recommend a solution of replacing the transmission without
any further breakdown of the transmission because they already knew what the problem was.
GM customer service knew this and was unwilling to commit to helping me. Where is the
justice? Anyone thinking they can help, please feel free. Transmission went out and had to have
rebuilt. Our Silverado's transmission went out with no warning. After dealing with a hurricane,
finally being able to get on our feet and build a house, thinking things are going to be alright low

and behold the damn truck breaks down!!!! We called a family friend who happens to be a
mechanic and he had the same thing happen to his GMC truck. He told us the transmission is
shot!!! I had a man call me about extending our warranty and my dumb ass told him that the
transmission was shot, he told me sorry I can't help you but he did however tell me that the
transmissions were known to go out in these vehicles. What a crock. Can someone do
something or do we just have to keep shelling out money for a mistake that a multimillion dollar
company made? At miles, replaced brake pads and rotors. Replaced water pump at miles. At
miles, replaced U joint and rear transmission seal. Replaced reaction shell in tranny at miles.
This is America's truck. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Silverado problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Troubleshooting the transmission in your Chevy Silverado may
seem like a daunting task to someone who has never done it before, but there a several
common things you can check for before you need to take the vehicle to a mechanic. By
troubleshooting the transmission yourself, you may find that the problem can be fixed by
yourself and could save you a lot of money in mechanics fees. If you are unable to diagnose the
problem, you will need to have it looked at by a certified automotive repair technician. Crank the
engine and allow it to run until the temperature gauge needle is resting in the center of the
gauge. Open the hood of the vehicle and remove the transmission dipstick. The dipstick is
located at the rear of the engine. Clean the transmission fluid from the dipstick and re-insert it
into the filler neck. Push it all the way back down. Remove the dipstick again and check the
transmission fluid level. The level should be between the two marks on the end of the dipstick.
Put more fluid into the vehicle, if needed. Enter the vehicle and put the transmission in gear. If
there is a
s2000 transmission fluid change
toyota fuses and relays
2002 chevy tahoe service manual
clunking sound as you do this, the transmission mounts may have failed. Drive the Silverado
for a short time. If the transmission slips out of gear while driving, the clutch or torque
converter may have failed and it will need to be taken to a qualified automotive mechanic.
Lawrence Stephens has been writing professionally since He has written on a variety of topics
for newspapers and websites, including Bizcovering and "The Harbor Sound. In addition to
writing full time, he is working toward a Bachelor of Science in computer programming from the
University of Phoenix. Step 1 Crank the engine and allow it to run until the temperature gauge
needle is resting in the center of the gauge. Step 2 Open the hood of the vehicle and remove the
transmission dipstick. Step 3 Clean the transmission fluid from the dipstick and re-insert it into
the filler neck. Step 4 Remove the dipstick again and check the transmission fluid level. Step 5
Enter the vehicle and put the transmission in gear. Haynes;

